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Jack Black

Internationally Acclaimed Magician

Jack Black, an internationally acclaimed magician, is
hailed as one of Australia’s finest in the realm of magic.
With a remarkable stage presence and a repertoire that
encompasses cutting edge magic, expert sleight of
hand, and mind-bending mentalism, Jack’s award
winning stage performances have graced prestigious
platforms around the world, including major cruise
lines, corporate events, A-list celebrity gatherings,
international casinos and sporting spectacles.

Renowned for his extraordinary stage presence and
infectious energy, Jack seamlessly combines magic with
comedy, creating an immersive experience that is engaging, entertaining and truly unforgettable.
His performances have enchanted diverse audiences of all ages, backgrounds and cultures.

With decades of experience and an extensive list of successful shows under his belt, Jack Black has
rightfully earned the title of “Master of his Art”. His talent, dedication and ability to entertain and
engage audiences have solidified his position as a magician of unparalleled skill and distinction.

Be prepared for something that will distort your perception of reality.

Client testimonials

“ Jack worked the room well in addition to the Stage Act. Always willing to improvise. This is a
sophisticated audience that have seen many similar acts. Jack was excellent and impressed
all.

- Medical Meetings Holdings Pty Ltd

“ The audience enjoyed the night and John’s show went over well.

- Caravan & Camping Industry Association

“ WOW! Jack Black was very entertaining and everyone was amazed and intrigued by his magic
tricks. He is a great entertainer.

https://www.celebrityspeakers.com.au
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- Meco Australia

“ John was very entertaining, he was very pleasant and funny. His act, tricks and illusions was
enjoyed by all.

- Andreasens Green Wholesale Nurseries
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